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Abstract—In this paper, a novel bidirectional modular multilevel
dc–dc converter is proposed. The proposed topology, named the triangular modular multilevel dc–dc converter (TMMC), can achieve
equal power sharing among its modules over a broad range of conversion ratios. The proposed control algorithm provides localized
control of modules which enhances the converter’s dynamic performance and design flexibility. A 1.7-kW experimental implementation of the converter is shown to achieve an efficiency of 95.9%
and 96.2% in step-up and step-down modes, respectively. Significant reductions in the input current and output voltage ripples are
observed through the interleaved operation of the converter. The
TMMC also provides multiple fixed voltage nodes which makes it
suitable as a multiple-input multiple-output converter.
Index Terms—DC–DC power conversion, high-power converters, modular multilevel converters (MMCs), multiple-input
multiple-output converters.

I. INTRODUCTION
ECENTLY, modular multilevel converters (MMCs) have
captured the attention of the high-power [9] and mediumpower [1] communities. Fully modular converters benefit from
several advantages such as: 1) the ability to control the voltage
and current stresses applied to their components through incorporation of identical modules in series or parallel; 2) enhanced
reliability through installation of redundant modules; 3) reduced
design, manufacturing, installation, and maintenance costs due
to standardization of the overall product cycle; and 4) higher
power density due to minimized input and output current ripples
through interleaving schemes. In this paper, a modular multilevel dc–dc converter topology is developed. Though targeted
for medium-voltage applications, examination of the topology’s
capabilities shows that it may be employed as a multiple-input
and/or multiple-output converter, thus making variants of the
converter suitable for low-power applications as well.
Several effective modular multilevel dc–dc converters have
been proposed in the literature. In [1], a modular multilevel
capacitor-clamped dc-dc converter is proposed. The magneticless structure of this topology makes it well suited for automotive
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applications [2], [3]. The topology also has a bidirectional structure and may support multiple sources or loads [4]. However,
due to the switched-capacitor nature of this topology, a deliberate startup procedure [5] is required to avoid current spikes. The
capacitor-clamped topology is further investigated and modified for soft-switching [6], [7] and optimal design [8]. A few
disadvantages associated with the topology of [1] are: 1) it is
restricted to integer-only conversion ratios and 2) its modules’
capacitors are exposed to different steady-state voltage stresses,
making the topology non-modular from a manufacturing and
design perspective.
Modular multilevel dc–dc converters based on the dc–ac
MMC topology of [9] are derived in [10]–[12]. The inherent
operating mechanism common among these topologies is to circulate ac currents in order to achieve energy balance between
their modules. While such operation permits the development
of dc–dc converters for very high voltage levels, circulating ac
currents lead to increased conduction losses that may be avoided
by the proposed converter in medium-voltage applications.
Modular converters based on isolated dc–dc topologies are
proposed in [13] and further investigated and modified in
[14]–[17]. In applications where isolation is not a requirement,
the weight, parasitics, losses, and cost associated with transformers add to the system complexity and limit the expandability and operating power of such topologies. In addition, the
expandability of these converters is limited due to transformer
isolation rating requirements.
A modular multilevel dc–dc converter is proposed in [18] for
interfacing supercapacitors to a dc bus in regenerative braking
applications. The topology is constructed from a series connection of half-bridge converters with an output inductor.
In [19], a family of nonisolated modular resonant dc–dc
converter topologies are proposed for high-power applications.
These topologies enable static voltage sharing among identical
modules which may be connected in series. Soft-switching is
also realized with these converters. A variation to the step-up
topology of [19] is proposed in [20]. Disadvantages with these
topologies are the large size of the passive components, the
high peak currents, and the challenges associated with dynamic
voltage sharing during switch transitions.
The proposed topology, named the triangular modular multilevel dc–dc converter (TMMC) has a transformerless structure
and does not suffer from high peak currents. Additionally, the
proposed topology provides: 1) a fully modular structure by
enabling equal module power sharing at a broad range of conversion ratios; 2) a bidirectional structure, making it suitable
for a wide array of applications; and 3) localized control of its
modules, enhancing its dynamic performance. Moreover, the
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Fig. 2. Module power sharing illustration of the converter of Fig. 1 with
n = V o /V i .

Fig. 1.

Topology of [19] in step-up n-level configuration.

Fig. 3. Power sharing of a modular converter with better power sharing capability than that of Fig. 1.

topology provides multiple fixed voltage nodes which may be
utilized as either inputs or outputs. This qualifies the topology
as a multiple-input multiple-output converter and makes it suitable as a scalable unified solution for a variety of power system
architectures.
II. DERIVATION OF THE PROPOSED TOPOLOGY
The proposed topology is derived based on an evaluation of
the power sharing capability of the topologies of [19]. The evaluation measures the efficacy of a modular converter to share the
voltage and current among its modules for a given power rating.
This analysis is similar to investigating the switch utilization of
a converter.
Consider topology of [19] configured as an n-level stepup converter as shown in Fig. 1. This converter employs n
modules connected in series to support a high output voltage, with each module supporting a voltage of Vo /n. As mentioned earlier, this topology suffers from high peak input current due to resonance. This high peak input current, which
is approximately 1.6 (π/2) times the average input current
must flow through all the series modules. For simplicity, n is
selected such that each module must withstand Vi . The resulting module power sharing of this converter for a given power
rating is illustrated in Fig. 2. Each module carries 1.6Ii and is
rated for a voltage of Vo /n. From this figure, it is implied that
each module within this converter must therefore be rated at
1.6 Ii Vi V·A.
Based on the power sharing diagram of Fig. 2, a modular
converter with better power sharing capability may be sought.
An apparent improvement would be the utilization of hardswitched converters which experience peak inductor currents
that are approximately equal to the average inductor current.
In addition, a topology may be sought which would benefit

Fig. 4. Proposed power sharing diagram of an optimal modular dc–dc
converter.

from current sharing as well as voltage sharing through parallel
connection of its modules. The module power sharing diagram
of such a converter is shown in Fig. 3.
Unlike the converter of Fig. 1, each row of an optimally constructed converter need not process a current equal to the input
current. For example, considering the top row in Fig. 3 where a
net voltage of nVi is realized, only one module might be needed
to process the output current, Io . Similarly, at lower rows, where
a lower net voltage is realized, more parallel modules would be
required to process the higher current. The power sharing diagram of such a topology is shown in Fig. 4. A modular dc–dc
converter with such power sharing capability has a theoretically optimal module utilization and is considered as a frame of
reference for derivation of the proposed topology.
As noted, a converter with a power sharing of Fig. 4 would
have approximately half the number of modules as that of Fig. 3.
This implies significant reduction in the required amount of
silicon area.
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Fig. 5.
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Proposed bidirectional n-level TMMC and its corresponding single-module representation.

III. PROPOSED CONVERTER TOPOLOGY
The proposed TMMC topology [21] is configured as a general n-level structure as shown in Fig. 5. TMMC’s modules are
constructed from buck-boost converters as shown on the top
right corner of Fig. 5. The TMMC is bidirectional such that
the high-side voltage (VHV ) and low-side voltage (VLV ) may
readily be used as either input or output. It is noted that the proposed topology’s structure resembles that of the power sharing
diagram of Fig. 4. While the power sharing capability of the
TMMC is not identical to that of Fig. 4, it has a significantly
reduced silicon area requirement as compared to the topology
of [19] (lower than 50% for conversion ratios lower than five).
Detailed discussion on this topic is outside the scope of this
paper.
The single-column structure of the TMMC is similar to the
battery charge equalizer circuit first proposed in [22] and later
applied to PV applications [23] for equalizing series-stacked
PV panel voltages [23]–[27]. This structure has also been
recently employed for differential power processing of digital
systems [28].
As noted from the TMMC’s structure in Fig. 5, there are n
modules in parallel on the first row to process the high current
on the low-voltage side, and at higher rows where a higher
net voltage is realized, fewer modules are connected in parallel.
The low-voltage side’s parallel capacitors (CLV [1,j] ) are required
simply for filtering reasons and are not inherent to the proposed
topology’s structure.
Semiconductor switches such as MOSFETs or IGBTs may
readily be utilized as the active switches. For the bidirectional
operation, both switches would be of active type. For step-up
only operation, switch Sa would be of active type and switch
Sb could be a diode. Conversely, for step-down only operation,
switch Sa could be a diode and switch Sb would be of active
type. Switches Sa and Sb are operated in complementary of each
other.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF SWITCH REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TMMC (UNDER INTEGER-ONLY
CONVERSION RATIO)

Fig. 6.

Two-level configuration of the TMMC in the step-up mode.

In general, the TMMC modules are not restricted to the arrangement shown in Fig. 5, and alternative configurations exist.
Furthermore, additional or fewer modules may be connected in
parallel at any row, however, this paper will focus on this righttriangular structure which optimally utilizes the power sharing
capacity of each module for single-input single-output applications. This will be further elaborated on the following sections.
The optimal conversion ratio to operate an n-level TMMC
is n + 1 as the converter may easily achieve equal voltage and
current sharing among its modules under such configuration.
An n-level TMMC may also be operated at other non-integer
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(b)

Fig. 7. Switching states of the two-level TMMC with corresponding current flow directions. (a) State 1: S a [k , j ] ON, S b [k , j ] OFF. (b) State 2: S a [k , j ] OFF,
S b [k , j ] ON.

conversion ratios and still maintain equal module power sharing.
An exception in this case would be the first row modules which
would carry a current different than other row modules. Nevertheless, this may easily be compensated through addition or
subtraction of modules in the first row. Assuming integer-only
conversion ratios, the number of required rows and switches
for a given conversion ratio are shown in Table I. Note that
the number of required modules is half the number of required
switches.
The remainder of this paper is focused toward discussing
the steady-state and dynamic behavior of the TMMC. To aid
with visualization and understanding, the two-level structure
is selected as the topology under analysis. All discussion is
appropriately scalable to the n-level configuration.
The two-level TMMC configured in step-up mode is shown
in Fig. 6. As specified, the output voltage is simply equal to the
summation of the input voltage with the first and second row
capacitor voltages. For step-down operation, the load and the
source would simply be interchanged.
Fig. 7 shows the switching states and corresponding current
flow directions of the two-level step-up TMMC under noninterleaved operation. In state 1, switches Sa[k ,j ] are ON, while
switches Sb[k ,j ] are OFF. In this state, the modules’ inductors are
energized, with the first row modules’ inductors energized from
the input voltage source and the second row module’s inductor
energized through the first row modules’ capacitors. Conversely,
in state 2, switches Sa[k ,j ] are OFF, while switches Sb[k ,j ] are
ON. In this state, each module’s inductor is transferring energy
to the corresponding module’s capacitor.
IV. PROPOSED CONTROL ALGORITHM AND THE ANALYTICAL
MODEL
In this section, a control algorithm is proposed for the TMMC
which provides localized control of all converter modules to
result in the enhanced dynamic performance and overall design
flexibility of the system. It also supports the possibility of a
modular control design approach. A simplified analytical model

Fig. 8. TMMC single module representation with the internal current
controller.

of the overall system is also provided based on the proposed
control algorithm.
A. Proposed Control Algorithm
Each module within the TMMC is controlled through an internal current controller as represented in Fig. 8. The current
reference for each module is provided through a voltage controller which effectively controls the capacitor voltages of the
corresponding row.
The two-level TMMC in the step-up mode with its corresponding voltage and current controllers is shown in Fig. 9. A
voltage controller on a given row controls the capacitor voltages of the particular row plus the capacitor voltages of the
previous row. By controlling the summation of the neighboring
rows’ capacitor voltages, an interdependence is provided within
the voltage controllers which enhances the dynamic behavior of
the converter. The output of each voltage controller provides the
reference current for all parallel modules on the particular row
to result in equal current sharing. The reference for the voltage
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Fig. 9. Two-level TMMC in the step-up mode with corresponding control
blocks.
Simplified analytical model of the closed-loop n-level TMMC.

Fig. 10.

controllers is set such that equal voltage sharing is achieved
among all rows for a given input voltage and desired output
voltage. It should be noted that unique voltage references may
be provided to each row if desired; however, equal voltage and
current sharing will be compromised.
To result in similar dynamic models between all rows, the PI
control parameters are selected as follows:
1) The current controller parameters of all modules are the
same and chosen such that the current controllers are at
least ten times faster than the voltage controllers.
2) Since for a given row, k, of an n-level TMMC there exists
n − k + 1 parallel capacitors, the voltage controller gain
parameter of that given row is multiplied by n − k + 1
to result in similar dynamic behavior among other rows’
capacitor voltages in case of a voltage reference step.

B. Analytical Model
A simplified analytical model of a closed-loop n-level
TMMC is derived based on the proposed control algorithm.
The following assumptions are applied to derive this analytical
model:
1) Each module’s inductor dynamic is ignored and treated as
a current source since the inner loop current controllers
are designed for a much faster response than the corresponding row’s outer loop voltage controller.
2) The output current of each module is treated as a current
sink with no dynamics. Any step in the load current is
considered as a disturbance.
3) Interdynamics of neighboring rows’ modules are ignored.
Each row’s capacitors’ voltage is seen as a voltage source
from the perspective of its neighboring row.
4) All modules are assumed identical, hence, the operating
duty cycles of paralleled modules are assumed to be equal
(D[k ,j ] = D[k ] ).
Through application of the aforementioned assumptions, each
row of the TMMC may be modeled independently with combined dynamics of the parallel modules. Fig. 10 shows the derived analytical model of the n-level TMMC.

V. STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
To aid with the design and further insight of the TMMC, a
steady-state analysis of the proposed n-level topology in stepup mode is provided in this section. Equations are provided
for obtaining the steady-state average and the peak-to-peak ripple current and voltage values. With slight modifications, these
equations may also be applied to the step-down topology.
To simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are
applied:
1) the small ripple approximation as discussed in [29];
2) D[k ,j ] = D[k ] , IL [k ,j ] = IL [k ] , L[k ,j ] = L, C[k ,j ] =
C, RL [k ,j ] = RL , RON[k,j] = RON , where RL and RON
are the inductor’s and transistor’s internal resistances, respectively;
3) both switches, Sa and Sb , of modules are of active type;
4) the converter operates in a non-interleaved scheme;
5) for the sake of notational simplicity, we define
IL [n +1] = Io , VC [0] = Vi and D[n +1] = 0;
For an n-level step-up TMMC, the output voltage, inductor
currents, and capacitor voltages may be obtained by the following equations:

Vo =

n


VC [k ] .

(1)

k =0



⎧
(n−k)IL [k +1] −(n−k−1)IL [k +2] D[k +2]
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
⎪
(n − k + 1)
1−D[k ]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . n − 2}
⎨
IL [k ] =

(n − k) IL [k +1]
⎪
,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪(n − k + 1) 1 − D[k ]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Io
⎪
⎪
,
⎩
1 − D[k ]

k =n−1
k=n
(2)

VC [k ] =

VC [k −1] D[k ] IL [k ] (RL + RON )
−
.
1−D[k ]
1−D[k ]

(3)
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(b)

Fig. 11. Two-level TMMC. (a) TMMC experimental setup schematic in the step-up mode (the source and load are simply interchanged for the step-down
operation). (b) TMMC experimental setup prototype.

The aforementioned set of equations may readily be solved as
they result in 2n + 1 equations and 2n + 1 unknowns.
The peak-to-peak inductor current ripples may be obtained
by the following equation:
ΔIL [k ] =

VC [k ] + IL [k ] (RL + RON )
.
Lfs

(4)

The peak-to-peak capacitor voltage ripple of a particular row is
not as trivial to evaluate as it is affected by the operating point
of its neighboring row. For a row k, if D[k ] ≥ D[k +1] , then
ΔVC [k ] =

((n − k + 1)IL [k ] − Io )(1 − D[k ] )
.
(n − k + 1)Cfs

(5)

If D[k ] < D[k +1] and ((n − k)IL [k +1] + Io −(n − k + 1)IL [k ] ) >
0, then
ΔVC [k ] =

1
(((n − k)IL [k +1] + Io )D[k ]
(n − k + 1)Cfs
+((n − k)IL [k +1] − (n − k + 1)IL [k ] + Io )
× (D[k +1] − D[k ] )).

(6)

If D[k ] < D[k +1] and ((n − k)IL [k +1] + Io − (n − k + 1)IL [k ] )
≤ 0, then
ΔVC [k ] =

((n − k)IL [k +1] + Io )D[k ]
.
(n − k + 1)Cfs

(7)

The peak-to-peak input current ripple equation is as follows:
ΔIi = n IL [1] +

ΔIL [1]
2

.

(8)

Due to the non-overlapping nature of the capacitor voltage waveforms, an exact expression for the output voltage ripple is cumbersome to obtain. However, an upper bound on the output
voltage ripple may be expressed as follows:
ΔVo ≤

n

k =1

ΔVC [k ] .

TABLE II
TWO-LEVEL TMMC SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP PARAMETERS

(9)

The active switches’ static voltage and current ratings may be
expressed as follows, respectively:
ΔVC [k ] ΔVC [k −1]
+
(10)
2
2
ΔVC [k ] ΔVC [k −1]
VSb[k ,j ]OFF ≤ VC [k ] +VC [k −1] +
+
(11)
2
2
ΔIL [k ]
ISa[k ,j ]ON = IL [k ] +
(12)
2
ΔIL [k ]
ISb[k ,j ]ON = IL [k ] +
.
(13)
2
In the special case of a lossless TMMC operating under the
control algorithm proposed in Section IV-A, the operating conversion ratio may be approximated as follows:
VSa[k ,j ]OFF ≤ VC [k ] +VC [k −1] +

1 + D[1] (n − 1)
Vo
=
.
Vin
1 − D[1]

(14)

This resulting expression rises because in an ideal scenario, the
proposed control algorithm would only vary the duty cycle of
the first row modules and keep the duty cycle of all other row
modules at 50% for the TMMC to operate at a given conversion
ratio.
The equations provided in this section may be utilized to
design a TMMC for a given converter specification.
VI. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, simulation and experimental results of a twolevel TMMC are discussed. The schematic and prototype of the
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Fig. 12. Steady-state results of the two-level TMMC of Table II (Vi = 70 V, Pi = 1.7 kW, Vo /Vi = 3, Ro = 26.9 Ω). (a) Simulation results (η = 96.5%).
(b) Experimental results (η = 95.9%). Voltage and current scope signals are ac coupled.
TABLE III
AVERAGE AND RIPPLE MEASUREMENTS OF THE NON-INTERLEAVED
TWO-LEVEL TMMC (Vi = 70 V, Pi = 1.7 kW, Vo /Vi = 3, Ro = 26.9 Ω)

converter under test are shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), respectively.
The prototype PCB is laid out for a three-level TMMC, but only
the two-level configuration is utilized in this paper.The circuit
parameters are provided in Table II.

Fig. 13. Simulation and experimental loss comparison of the non-interleaved
two-level step-up TMMC of Table II.

A. Steady-State Operation
The two-level TMMC of Table II is evaluated via simulation and experiment at an input power of 1.7 kW in the stepup mode. The converter is operated with an input voltage of
70 V at a conversion ratio of three (Vo = 210 V). Steady-state
waveforms are shown in Fig. 12. It is noted that both simulation and experimental results are similar. As expected, equal
voltage and current sharing is achieved between the capacitor
voltages and inductor currents, respectively. The first row’s inductor currents are marginally higher than the second row’s due
to losses. The average and ripple voltage and current measurements of the two-level TMMC under steady-state operation are
tabulated in Table III. The experimental results match closely
with the analytical and simulated results. Equations (1)−(9)
were applied to compute the analytical values.

Fig. 14. Experimentally measured switch voltage waveforms of the two-level
TMMC (Vi = 70 V, Pi = 1.7 kW, Vo /Vi = 3, Ro = 26.9 Ω).

The simulation model’s efficiency is measured to be 96.5%
which is 0.6% superior to the experimental system’s (95.9%).
This difference results from the omission of the magnetic core
losses of inductive components and the PCB conduction loss
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(a)
Fig. 15.

(b)

Experimental efficiency characteristic of the noninterleaved two-level TMMC with load variation in the (a) step-up and (b) step-down mode.

(a)
Fig. 16.
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(b)

Experimental efficiency characteristic of the noninterleaved two-level TMMC with conversion ratio variation in the (a) step-up and (b) step-down mode.

in the simulation model. Fig. 13 depicts the comparison between the simulation model’s and experimental setup’s loss
breakdowns. For the PLECS simulation model, the methods
described in [30] and [31] were employed to model the conduction and switching losses.
Experimentally measured voltage waveforms of switches
Sa[1,1] and Sa[2,1] are plotted in Fig. 14. As noted, both switches
block a voltage of 142 V in the off state which is in accordance
to the expected values as obtained by (10).

B. Efficiency Analysis
The power conversion efficiency of the two-level TMMC has
been experimentally investigated under both step-up and stepdown operation using the Yokogawa WT3000 high-precision
power analyzer. The efficiency of the converter has been
measured at operating power levels ranging from 200 W to
1.7 kW.
The efficiency characteristics of the converter with variation
in the output load are plotted in Fig. 15. Similar results are
observed in the efficiency characteristic of the step-up and stepdown configurations with measured efficiencies of 95.9% and
96.2% at the rated power of 1.7 kW, respectively. The efficiency
characteristics of the converter with variation in the conversion
ratio are also obtained and plotted in Fig. 16. It is important to
note that the input voltage and the output resistance are held
fixed for these measurements. Therefore, as the conversion ratio
is varied, the processed power is also varied.

C. Interleaved Operation
Significant reduction in the input current and output voltage
ripples may be achieved through operating the TMMC under
the interleaved mode. The two-level TMMC has been investigated under interleaved operation by phase-shifting module
[1, 2]’s gating signal 180◦ from the other two modules. This is
the optimized interleaving scheme for the two-level TMMC as it
results in optimally minimized input current and output voltage
ripples.
The converter is tested at the same operating point as the noninterleaved experiment presented in Section VI-A. The corresponding duty cycle and PWM carrier signals under interleaved
operation are shown in Fig. 17(a). The measured voltage and
current ripples of the interleaved TMMC are tabulated in Table IV. It is noted that the experimentally measured output voltage and input current ripples are reduced by 38% and 49% as
compared to the noninterleaved results (see Table III). The converter’s power conversion efficiency is also increased to 96.2%
from 95.9%. The simulated non-interleaved and interleaved output voltage and input current waveforms are overlaid on top of
each other in Fig. 17(b). For the non-interleaved case, the input
current displays a pulsed characteristic. In contrast, for the interleaved case, the input current remains near its average value with
the exception of brief, reduced amplitude pulses. The duration
of the current pulses is given by the deviation of the first row
duty cycles from 50%. As may be observed, the peak-to-peak
current ripple is reduced by 52%, however, the rms ripple current is reduced by a much greater factor if the first row modules
are operated at a duty cycle near 50%.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Simulated interleaved operation results. (a) Duty cycle and PWM carrier signals of the interleaved operation. (b) Simulated ripple comparison between
noninterleaved and interleaved operations [input filter capacitors, C LV [1 , j] , are neglected to obtain the input current waveforms—See Fig. 11(a)].

As an in-depth analysis of the TMMC is required to identify
the optimal interleaving scheme for the n-level topology, it is
outside the scope of this paper.

TABLE IV
RIPPLE MEASUREMENTS OF THE INTERLEAVED TWO-LEVEL TMMC
(Vi = 70 V, Vo /Vi = 3, Ro = 26.9 Ω)

D. Dynamic Operation
The two-level TMMC’s dynamic step response is investigated
through a 20% output voltage step from 185 to 222 V with an
input voltage of 64 V. An output load of 34.8 Ω is selected such
that the output power is stepped from 0.98 to 1.42 kW. The
simulation and experimental results of this test are shown in
Fig. 18. As predicted in Section IV, similar dynamic behavior
is observed on the capacitor voltages. Close agreement between
experimental and simulations results is also observed. Slightly
lower damping is noted in the experimental system as compared
to the simulation system.
VII. TMMC AS A MULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT
CONVERTER
Due to the TMMC’s modular structure, fixed controllable dc
voltage nodes are provided above each row. These nodes may
be utilized as either inputs or outputs. This is a great advantage
of the proposed topology as it may be utilized as an overall
power system architecture, providing power to multiple loads at
different voltage ratings employing multiple sources at different
voltage ratings. The voltages at these nodes are fully controllable
in that they need not be integer multiples of the input voltages
nor the neighboring rows’ capacitor voltages.
An example illustrating the application of the three-level
TMMC as a single-input multiple-output converter in step-down

See Table III for non-interleaved results.

mode is shown in Fig. 19. Arbitrary conversion ratios are selected to highlight that integer-multiple conversion ratios between different voltage nodes are not required. As mentioned
previously, in step-down only applications, the modules could
simply be comprised of a low-side diode and a high-side active
switch.
Another advantage which arises from this multiple-node capability of the TMMC is the input voltage modularity which is
applicable in step-up operations (see Fig. 20). The input voltage is not restricted to be applied at the input of the first row
modules. For applications in which the modules are rated at a
lower voltage than the input voltage, the input source may be
applied to a row above the first row such that the modules’ capacitors do not exceed their rated voltage. This implies that the
range of input voltages that may be applied to the TMMC may
exceed the rated voltage of available semiconductor technology.
Fig. 20 demonstrates the input voltage modularity of the three-
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Fig. 18. Dynamic step response of the two-level TMMC of Table II with Vi at 64 V and Vo stepped from 185 to 222 V with a 34.8-Ω load. (a) Simulation results.
(b) Experimental results.

Fig. 19. Three-level step-down TMMC configured as a single-input multipleoutput converter.

Fig. 20. Three-level step-up TMMC demonstrating input voltage modularity
through connection of the input source above the first row.

level TMMC configured as a single-input single-output step-up
converter. In the case shown, the input source is applied above
the first row.
Through incorporation of multiple inputs and outputs, the
power stress to modules at different rows would now vary, and
therefore, the power sharing capability of the converter under
such applications would lead to a non-triangular structure.

and analysis of the TMMC under non-interleaved operation. Applicability of the topology is experimentally validated through
a 1.7-kW implementation of the two-level TMMC with measured efficiencies of 95.9% and 96.2% in step-up and step-down
operations, respectively. Through interleaved operation, the
output voltage and input current ripples of the TMMC are shown
to achieve a reduction of 38% and 49%, respectively. Since each
row of the TMMC provides a potential input or output node at a
controllable voltage level, multiple-input multiple-output power
transfer is readily achievable.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a bidirectional modular multilevel dc–dc converter topology and its corresponding control algorithm is proposed. The proposed TMMC converter is capable of equal power
sharing among its modules over a broad range of conversion ratios. The proposed control algorithm provides localized control
of the modules which enhances the dynamic performance and
design flexibility of the converter. The steady-state equations
provided in Section V may be utilized for component selection
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